
From the buzzing courtyards and classic cobblestones of old Havana 
to the vibrant sounds of salsa beats and the graceful resilience 
of its people, it is clear that the influence of Cuba on this season’s 
collection cannot be denied. An island where the hustle and bustle 
of urban life is balanced by the calm of green pine forests and sandy 
beaches. An island where you can cruise through sugarcane plantations 
and narrow city streets alike in a vintage 1950’s American automobile 
as if it was the most normal of things. 

Our fondness of contrasts has never been a secret and we found 
all the inspiration we needed in this country so diverse and full of spirit. 
Cuba’s architectural and cultural eclecticism feels like an old friend 
and is reflected in the opulence of this Spring/Summer collection in 
terms of styles, prints and fabrics.

A spirited and colorful Caribbean ambiance was achieved by combining 
trademark Bellerose influences such as a military- and sportswear 
with very feminine elements such as ruffles, gatherings and other 
subtle, frivolous details. Tropical floral prints - both abstract and 
figurative - joyfully clash with camouflage and tie-dye techniques. 
Lightweight silk, transparent nylon and various tulles are mixed 
and matched with Japanese ripstop, blackwatch tartan, solid speckled  
cotton and soft metallic fabrics. A range of new and exciting colors was 
also introduced, emphasizing our inspirations: bright and exotic tones 
such as an abundant  green, a subdued light blue and a fierce red, along 
with pastel shades such as jade green and sun-bleached yellow.

Keywords are femininity and authenticity, both always in balance, 
staying true to the brand’s identity. This collection’s versatility is most 
evident in some of the key pieces throughout all categories: There’s 
a quilted army liner jacket in a fancy tweed and a timeless parka with 
a bomber styled rib collar, a ruffled lingerie-inspired cotton/silk  blouse, 
as well as a tie-dye camo wraparound skirt and a striking silky 
50’s styled dress with a superimposed leave print.
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